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SI’ABLE IXIEORIES, PSEUDOPLANES ANDTHE 
NUMRER OF COUN’I’ARLE MODELS 
Anand PILLAY 
Univnity of Nombne,NoeDame,IN4HS5,USA 
We prove that if T is a stabk theory with only a finite number (~1) of amntabk mode& 
thee Tcontaias a typedehabk pseudopkne. We also show that for uny stable theory T either 
Tcontainsatypc-de~a~pstudoplaaeorPiswlealtlyaormal(ktbestaseof(91). 
This is wncemed partly with the conjecture C: a wuntable complete stable 
non-&categorical theory has inllnitely many wuntable models (up to isomorph- 
ism). In previous papers (e.g. [6], [7]) we proved wnjecture C under various 
additional assumptions on T. Here we basically watinue the approach in [7] and 
show that a wunterexample to C must contain a ‘type-definable’ pseudoplane. 
A pseudoplane is a structure (P, L, I) where P can be thought of a set of 
‘points’, I, a set of ‘lines’ and I c P x L an ‘incidence’ relation, such that any 
point (tie) is incident with inllnitely many lines (poiits), and any two distinct 
points (lines) are incident with only finitely many lines (points). 
If T is a complete theory we say that T contaihs a type-definable psexdophe if 
in F there are (complete) types p(x) and q(y) and a formula LY(X, y) (all over 0) 
such that for some saturated model M of T, the structure (p”‘, q”‘, d’ 1 (p” x 
q”)) is a pseudoplane. T is said to wntain a definable pseudoplane if the above 
holds but with p, q replaced by formulas. Note if T is &categorical, then a 
type-definable pseudoplane is a definable pseudoplane. We also expect that for 
stable T without the f.c.p., T contains a type-definable pseudoplane if T contains 
a detlnable pseudoplane. 
Pseudoplanes were first defined by La&an [3] in connection with some 
wnjecturw on stable &,-categorical theories. Essentially, if such a theory T does 
not contain a pseudoplane, then T is also o-stable with finite Morley rank. 
Meanwhile Zilber [ll] Cherlin et al. [l] showed that an o-stable &categorical 
theory does not contain a pseudoplane. Zilbcr (for example [ll]) has shown the 
importance of the dichotomy: T contains/does not contain a pseudoplane for the 
structure of models of K,-categorical T. We believe this dichotomy to be also 
relevant to the study of the structure of models of arbitrary stable theories. 
In this paper, I try to separate the stability-free from the stability-dependent 
material. In Section 1, I give the relevant results concerning theories with a finite 
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[3] and Shelah’s notion of 
ut these notions, as well as general stability 
’ (i.e. forking with respect to 
complete theory. As in Shelah [lo] we let 
. 
use of ie well-known Cantor-Bendixon rank on D,(T), 
-1. Ifp E D,(T), we write CB(p) in place of CB,( ). 
) is countable if and only if CBCp) c 00 for all p E D(T). 
and 0’ is an n-tuple realising p (in some model) we may write 
a< ~0 and suppose b’ is algebraic over is, Then 
is proved by induction. It is clearly true if Q! = 0. Suppose true for all 
) among p E Q,,(T) with (p) * cy (where m = I@)). Let 
h (ti, y’) isolates t&/G), and let k c o be least 
1 . t x(x’, u’) be $a@) A q(x’, y’) A 3=ky’ ty(z, 9). Let 
x(x’, 8) isolates tp(&) among p E D,(T) with CB(p) 2 
that kx(&?) and (36’) 2 LY and tp(6’6’) + 
early tp@‘) #p(6). Thus, as we have t= ‘) it follows that CB(&‘) c 
gebraic over ir’), we see that C 
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Recall from [7] the notion of semi-isolation: if a’, b’ are tuples and q@) = tp@), 
we say that ti semi-isolates b‘ if there is a formula a($, J) (of L) such that 
I= cu(& 6) and t cu(& jj)-* q(y). In this situation we also say that a’ semi-isolates d 
by 44 8) 
Let ii, d and ar(Z, y’) satisfy the following: 
(ii) a’ semi-isolates b by a@, 91, but b’ does not sem&isolate a,
(iii) there is a nonempty class K of modek of T such that both tp(is), tp(b) are 
omitted in all M E K and moreover y = min(CB(r): r E D(T), r omitted in all 
M E K) (y as in (i)). 
Then there are ii’ bi i c o such that 
(a) F &(iii 6) for all i < 0, 
(b) C= a(ai bi) for all i < O, 
(c) kla(ai, bj) for all j c i < O. 
f. The proof is essentially contained in the proof of Proposition 12 of [7], so 
we allow ourselves to be brief. We define inductively iii’ 6’ satisfying (a), (b), (c) 
above, as well as 
(d) CB(6i) < y for all i C O. 
Suppose &, hi (i <n) have been defined satisfying (a)-(d). Let for i <n, lY,(ji) 
be a formula of CB rank <y satisfying (a)-(d). Let for i c n, pi(y) be a formula 
of CB rank <y satisfied by 6i. Let e(E) isolate tp@) among types of CB rank 
ay and x(j) isolate tp(6) among types of CB rank 2 y. 
Let /?(Z, jj) be the formula 
Observe that b/3@, 6). Thus as b’ does not semi-isolate 6 there is some a” with 
b/3@’ E” and tp(6’) #tp(a’). As I= #(ti’) we see that CB@‘) C-Y. Thus by (iii), 
a”EMforsomeMEK. 
Let 6’ E M be such that M k/3(3, 6’). 
As tp(6) is omitted in M and I= x(6’) we see that CB(6’) < y. Now putting 
iin =ii’, &’ = 6’ we see that (al--Cd) are satisfied for Zi’ 5’ (i s n). Cl 
Remember I(&, T) is the number of countable models of T, up to 
isomorphism. 
Let 1 < I(&, T) < &. Then there exist a’, 6 satisfying the hypotheses 
of Lemma i.2 (for some (u) and also with tp(E) = tp(6) and tp(6 Jri) isolated. 
Suppose 1< I(&,, T) c Z$,. 
A. 
a 1.3 fblhvs just fimn the assumption that 
with as(p) < -. 
m3cesady countable). 
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) if for some 
Note that, by stability, for any p(Z), R,(p) < m. 
c B. Then p does not fork over A if and 
p is dejinablk over As 
(ii) kt p E S4(A). Tiien p is statio~ry 
(iv) Let p E S&(A) where A is al’ebtaically closed. Then p is statiorrrary. 
(i) §uppose p does not fork over A. Let X EP be such that 
ZQ(X)= k. By [g, proposition 3.31 some positive lean combination Y of 
conjugates of X is in p and over A. and clear19 J!*(Y) = k. 
ly, suppose p forks over A. Let B be a big model and p’(Z) E 
a rronforking extension of p. By [8, p’ forks over A. By 2.41, p’ 
has infinitely marry distinct conjugates under A-automorphisms of *Y Pi 
(i < ~lr). By Remarks 2.1, these pi are distinct as (Q(Z, f), 15 = Z)-types over 
So clearly &@ 1 A)> RJP’) = RJph 
(ii) We may assume very saturated. By [8,3.‘7], p does not fork over A. 
The argument of [8,3.9 
(iii) Suppose first that p 
p has a unique extension 
statiorxlry. 
Suppose (p) > 1. let X EP) be such that >l, R@(X) = 
R,(P)- cl XzXlUX2 where XI, X2 and mutually 
inconsistent ad R+(Xi) = R+(X) (i = 1,2). 
We can find qi(lr’) E S,(M) (i = 1,2) for some with qi(z) Zp(-f) U {&}9 
P?(qi)= R*(p). By part (i), JI is IIOt StitiOIlNjf. 
[iv) This folfom from [8, Proposition 3.91. 
If pii-! E S4(M,, then there is (finite) ii E such that p is definable 
r we “nay aqarne thai ,o is not algebraic. t w(y’, a-), iiE 
eaz!y 4 is definable over G. 
Let ~~(2) E &,&A), p2(x’) E l&&L%) be both stationary. p1 
ave a comanon noltiforking extenrsion q(Z) E S4( 
t T conmjns a 
(2, c’) E S&), for some 2, such 
tely many pairwise 
of ~(2, c') such that (~(2, Ci) : i < o) is 
). Cleariy we can make 
g (*) and with R+(p(& c‘)) least possible, 
~(2, 3) is algebraic and could not satisfy 
of ‘canonical bases’ and we start to work 
ent c E dcl(c’) swh that denoting ~(2, Z) r c by 
c) and p&, c’) are parakl if and only if c = c’. 
a saturated model) be the nonforking extension of 
a #(Z, y’)-definition of p’. The definable set I/@, E) is 
(in geq). (Let c = a/E where E(5,, &) is 
Tg :e that p’(x) is definable over c, and moreover an 
’ invariant just if f (c) = c. Clearly c E dcl(E). Let 
2.2, p&, c) is stationary and R&p&, c)) = 
c) sp(Z, C) (and p(.& 3) is the unique 
So clearly (i) and (ii) hold. 
c’. Then clearly p&, c) and p&, c’) 
c’. So (iii) also holds. Cl 
* Thete are a’ realising po(Js, c), and dtstinct conjugates {ej : i C 0) of c 
( co = c) such that tp(&) = tp(t%J fur all i C co. 
(Note p& c) is not necessarily a complete type.) First, as J&, c) 
es (a) and (iii) of Claim 2.8 there are distinct conjugates Cj of c, i c o, and a’ 
1 ultrtilter over o and let 8 be such that for all 
6 c iT U {Cj :i < O) and *(US a), t= *(CO, 6) itf (i c o : I= q(cj 6)) E U. Clearly 
~(c~ = 44, 8 Vi c o and kp&, co) (and co is not ~gebr~c a-). Let 
(c’:jCo} be a Iey sequence of tp(c”/a’). So the 8 are distinct. out loss 
of generality co = c, proving the claim. 0 
Let now p’(Z, c) denote tp@/c) in Claim 2.9. (So p’(iif, C) is a mmplete 
over c and ~‘(2, c) => po(x', c).) 
. Let be a big model containing c, and choose s(Z) E S(M) such 
that 
(i) q(z) =)p’(% 4, 
00 4 t A#? forks over c, 
(iii) R,(q) is greatest possible, sajr = f, subject to pontoons (i) and (ii) being 
satisfied. 
Note q(Z) is a complete type. q be chosen to satisfy (i) and (ii); for 
instance’let q be an algebraic extension of p’(x’, c). Note also that R,(p’(Z, c)) is 
finite (but need not be equal to ~~(p~(~, c)) and that for any q(Z) 2 p’& E), 
R,((IWuP’( * h 2 c and so q can also be chosen to satisfy (iii). 
So let us f5x this q(Z) E ~(~). Just as in the proof of Claim 2.8 
actually in Meq) sue t q r A* is definable over 6 and such that 
. so 
ust like the proof of Claim 2.8. 
2.2, ~~(~ I’ A+) = 
, we also have ~~(4 
Ci (i < Cu) k t(Ci6) Vi < Cu. 
i Lea such that 
choice 2.7 and by Claim 2.11 there is some 
at fur some dr, bi=b’ Vi 5X. 
ave i= t&6’) Vi E X. As 6 ’ = 6, the claim fQMows. U 
conjugates qi(Z) (i C w) 
e images of 6 under these 
r qi is the unique nonforking extension of q&, 6i) 
are distinct), by Claim 2.11, 62 P6j for i #j. !SO the C~&I is 
had disthct bi (i C O) SUCh that kt(cbi), kt(~‘Bi)p 
i < o aud let us denote qc6fZ) by q’(Z). Note that q'(Z) E S( 
S. 
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r note that q’(Z) r 
kt(c’bi)), p&, c') has an extension in 
of q&, bi) (namely qcbi 
PO@, c’) c_ 4’(Z) 1 A# s qi(lF), proving (I). 
(II) (p’($, c) Up&, c’)) 1 A# forks over c. 
is enough here to show that p&, c) Up&, c’) forks over c (treating 
P , c) Up& c’) as a (partial) ) 
extension of p&, c) Up&, c’) 
not, then let ~~(2) eS4 
does not fork over c. So 
R,(p&, c)) = k = R+(p&, c’), and so by Lemma 2.2, p1 is also a 
extension of p& c’). But this contradicts the fact that p& c) and p&, cl) are 
not parallel (see Claim 2.8(ii)). So we have (II). 
) R,(P'(% c) UP& ~9) >l (1 as in Choice 2.10). 
Note that R&&Z)) = I Vi < O, but also note that as the bi are distinct and 
qi 1 A, is the unique nonforking extension of q&Z, bi), the qi are {@(if, y), 2 
contradictory. Thus, by (I), p ’ (2, c) U p&, c ‘) has infinitely many extensions 
which are {@(Z, jj), Z = Z}-contradictory and each of which has Rs = 1. Thus 
R,(p’(x’, c) Up&, c’)) = 1’ > 1 (for some I’ < 0). 
Now choosep(E) E S(M) which extendsp’(3, c) Up,@, c’) and with R,(p) = 1’. 
By (II), p r d, forks over c. This contradkti the greates choice of I in Choice 2.10. 
Thus CEm 2.14 is proved. 0 
m < o greatest possible sue thRt there exist 
ct cj (j < W) such that P t(cjbi) co, ism, and 
This choice is possible by virtue of Claims 2.12 and 2.14 (and compactness). 
Now the set {bO,. . . , b,} is finite and tkus definable. Therefore we have (as 
we are in ent, say d, which represents {bO, . . . , b,}. 
the 6i as t of d. let s*(v) = tp(d). We now let d, d’, 
realisations of sI(v). Note that d = d’ iff d and d’ have the same members. 
Now let t&v) be a (maybe incomplete) type (over 9)) such that for any c and d, 
&(cd) if and only if l= t(cb) for every member b of d. (Clearly such tl exists.) 
. Let d + d’. Then there are only finitely many c such that I= t,(cd) and 
b t,(cd’). 
If not then we would contradict the greatest choice of m in Choice 
2.15. cl 
It clearly follows from Claim 14 that if c =It c’ then for only finitely 
we have k t,(cd) and k t,(c’d). y compactness a finite part, say (u(uv) of t*(w) 
nsible for this and for Claim 2.16. 
ere are infinitely many distinct d such th 
e ‘lines’ realisations of 
ve 
CO le stable d type-weakly normal. Then 
. 
eses of 3.1, I(&, T) = 1 then t is also 
ntradiction, that T is countable stable, 
of countable models. 
g the hypotheses of Lemma 1.2, with 
with CB(p) = y, say, and moreover 
a@, ji) isolates tp(b/@. 
vie.rving J as the type-variable. 
in S&Z). (But a(& 9) may not be 
. Thus clearly (by Lemma 2.2(iv)) 
solated) over E. Thus 
by a formula a’@, j?). So a’(<, y’) E 
t 
ots i-iS0 c’ (for otherwise b would semi-isolate a’ c 3). 
( asa ), we have by the type-wea 
ite set (cU’(Zi, y) : i C W) Of pairwise nonparallel conjugates of 
a common nonforking 
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Now let /3(E, y) be a normalisation of (Y’(& 8) with respect o the Rank R,. 
Namely 
J. (i) @(E, y) is (equivalent o) a positive Boolean combination of 
conjugates ar’(i?, 8) of ar’(e, 8) such that R&Y’@?, 9) A a’@, 8)) = R&r@, 9)). 
(ii) For 5’ = Z, R&Y’@, 9) A ~‘(5,jQ) = R&Y’@, 9)) iff k /?(c”, 9) - p(c’, 9). 
Noting that R&Y’@‘, jQ) A cw’(Z, 7)) = R,( cu’(Z, jQ) holds just if a’(?, jQ and 
cu’(5,jQ are parallel, we see from Fact 3.5: 
.6. (i) Any set 
/3(Z, y) is inconsistent. 
(ii) E/I@, 6). 
(B(Gt~):icco) Of p airwise inequivalent conjugates of 
Let I/‘(z) E tp(z) be responsible for the inconsistency in Fact 3.6(i), and let 
@‘(Z, p) be p(Z, y) A q(Z). so mw we have: 
3.7. (i) Any set (p’(Zi’ J):i < U} of (con&tent) pairwise inequivalent 
instances of #!I’@, 8) is inconsistent. 
(ii) k p’(Z, 6). 
(iii) b /3(C, y) - p’(Z, y). 
. Z, 6 and /Y(Z, 9) satisfy the hypotheses of Technical Lemma 1.2. 
Clearly by virtue of our choice of a’ and 6, all we need to check are 
(i) CB(c‘) = CB(@, and 
(ii) c’ semi-isolates b’ by /3’(Z, y). 
Now (i) follows by Lemma 1.1 (as Z 2 a, c’ 2 acl@)). (ii) (namely I= p’(L;, jj)-, 
p(y)) follows from Fact 3.2, Fact 3.6 and the fact that /S(c’, jj) is equiv&ent o a 
p&t& &J&SU combination of conjugates of a’@, jQ. Cl 
The contradiction is now not hard to obtain. Technical Lemma 1.2 gives us E” 
b’ (i c CO) such that 
t= p’(Z” 6) A B’(e” di) Vi < 0 
and 
blp’(Z” bj) for all j<i<o. 
3.7(i), there is infinite X c o such that for all i, j E 
E jCb. ave b B'(Zj, bj) A1 is a contradiction. 
us Proposition 3.1 is proved. Cl 
A. 
cm 2.6, and 3.1 we 
Qer 
type-weakly nod. Z%en T is weakly 
Tt0 stable and type-weakly normal. It is clearly enough to 
k set X is a Bodeara 
will use induction on &,(X). 
and SO a union of tupks isI, . . . , &, each of 
c o where for each 
. . ..p.. Eachpiis 
that R+(Xi) = k, 
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Let, as in the proof of Claim 2.8, c be an element in dcl(A) such that an 
automorphism f of ‘, the non-;.0 g extension of p in S4( 
immiant iff f (c) = c. big model cortaining A), and let p& C) = p r C. 
Thus R,(po(x, c)) po(x, C) is stationary, and moreover for any c’ = C, 
po@, c) is parallel to po(x’, c’) iff c = c’. As T is type-weakly normal, any 
set {p&Ci) :i<O} OfCO3lj S Ofp&C) (the Ci diStillCt) is inconsistent. 
compactness, there is ty(Z, c) ~p~(#, c) such that any infinite set of p 
inequivalent conj s of *(x’, c) is inconsistent. e may pick pY(x’, c) such that 
R,(rl(% c)) = k (3, c)) = 1. 0 
. q(Z, c) is weakly normal (as a definable set), ~(2, c) is 
and R#(X V ly(3, c)) < k. 
re -V- denotes symmetric 
X and +(f, c) have R* k an 
such that R,(p(x’)) = k. 
rice. R,,,(X 0 I/@, c)) c k holds 
,landarebothinatype,aame 
Thus XV I/I@, c) is A*-A-definable and so by induction hypothesis, 
XV 0y(13, c) is a Boolean combination of acl(A)-definable weakly normal sets. 
Thus, so is X. This proves mma 4.2 and so also Proposition 4.1. 0 
Thus we also have (putting together Propositions 2.6 and 4.1): 
5. Let T be stile. Then either T contains a type- 
pseudophne or T is weakly normal. 
We expect that this either-or is exclusive, namely that for stable T, T does not 
contain a type-defioable pseudoplane if and only if T is weakly normal (if and 
only if T is type-weakly normal). 
Weakly normal theories have many nice properties, some of which were 
pointed out in [9]. They are all stable to begin with. 
I will state the following without proof. (A proof can be easily found using 
methods in [9].) 
then p does not fork over A just if 
almost over a. 
is ITI+-saturated. Then there is an element c E 
such that p does not fork over (c). 
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